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 In wireless sensor network (WSN), the high volume of observe and 

transmitted data among sensor nodes make it requires to maintain the security. 

Even though numerous secure data transmission approaches designed over a 

network, an inadequate resource and the complex environment cause not able 

to used in WSNs. Moreover, secure data communication is a big challenging 

problem in WSNs especially for the military application. This paper proposes 

a dingo algorithm-based forwarder selection and huffman coding (DAHC) to 

improve authentication in internet of things (IoT) WSN. Initially, it detects 

the anomalous nodes by applying support vector machine (SVM) algorithm 

based on sensor node energy, node selfishness, and signal to noise ratio 

(SNR). Next, we using the dingo algorithm to select the forwarder node. This 

dingo algorithm computes the fitness function based on node degreee, node 

distance and node energy. Finally, the huffman coding to provide end to end 

authentication established on node energy from sender to receiver. During 

data transmission, the huffman coding to build the binary hop count value, it 

improves the authentication in the WSN. Performance results specify that this 

approach enhances the detection ratio and throughput. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a multi-hop self-organizing network that contains several tiny 

sensor nodes distributed in the forest area [1]. Several security demands should be addressed in WSN to enable 

the broad agreement of the internet of things (IoT) [2]. Authentication is an important security provision that 

needs broad attention from IoT security [3]. The latest advancements in IoT, cloud computing, and artificial 

intelligence algorithm improve the network application [4]. Authentication and authorization are two key 

elements to defend network services [5]. Authentication is the sensor identification procedure that verifies the 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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validity of the sensor nodes [6]. Secure lightweight authentication approach is applying automatic security 

verification algorithm like ProVerif to confirm the security [7]. Machine learning (ML)-based algorithms 

introduced a light security authentication to satisfy high precision and low delay [8]. Among these methods, 

artificial intelligence leads to authentication improvement by adaptive retraining for the recognition model [9]. 

An optimization-based artificial bee colony algorithm (OABC) enhances the data collection, reduces total 

energy utilization, and increases reliability. However, this system can’t provide network security. It increases 

the energy hole and the maintenance cost [10]. To solve these issues, dingo algorithm-based forwarder selection 

and huffman coding (DAHC) mechanism is proposed. The contribution of this paper is; i) initially, it detects 

the anomalous nodes by applying support vector machine (SVM) algorithm based on sensor node energy, node 

selfishness, and signal to noise ratio (SNR); ii) next, we using the dingo algorithm to select the forwarder node. 

This dingo algorithm computes the fitness function based on node degree, node distance and node energy; and 

iii) lastly, the huffman coding to provide end to end authentication established on node energy from sender to 

receiver. During data transmission, the huffman coding to build the binary hop count value, it improves the 

authentication in the WSN. 

SVM is the popular ML algorithm utilized for malicious detection because it can defeat the curse of 

dimensionality. This approach uses information gain ratio and K-mean algorithm to SVM for detecting 

malicious nodes [11]. The SVM is utilized to identify the nodes [12]. Multi SVM classifier with mutual 

information-based feature selection technique to detect attacks. The multiple SVM classifiers in which every 

classifier to identifies a specific attack [13]. Anomaly detection is a key dispute in assuring security and 

avoiding malicious attacks in WSNs [14]. Elliptic curve digital signature (ECDSA) algorithm to evaluate the 

HELLO message count, key generation time, and packet size [15]. Elliptical curve cryptography and ECDSA 

algorithm have computationally efficient and offer more security [16]. The elliptic curve diffie-hellman 

(ECDH) algorithm is an asymmetric key cryptosystem to improve authentication [17]. 

Trust aware SVM based intrusion detection system (IDS) approach purpose to discover and separate 

the abnormal nodes. The linear correlation coefficient based feature extraction (LCCBFE) algorithm is used to 

reduce the training time as well as improve the lifespan. The trust level node is measured by applying the 

behavior and reaming energy level. Behavior analysis based trust algorithm to calculate the trust level of nodes 

[18]. IDS is designed to identify malicious by applying cuckoo search (CS) with artificial intelligence. CS is 

utilized to feature optimization with the assist of the fitness function and is classified by normal and attackers. 

This approach is used to improve the QoS [19]. The IDS can notice the attacks with the minimum computing 

time. Furthermore, it enhanced the reliability and discarded the malicious nodes [20]. Deep learning (DL)-

enabled security authentication approach using blind feature learning and neural networks introduced physical 

layer authentication to recognize malicious nodes [21]. An artificial neural network algorithm raises the 

network’s lifetime [22]. Decryption and encryption methods to solve the security issues. Several encryption 

approaches to protect data protection, chaotic encryption systems widely applying a chaotic map for encrypting 

the data [23]. Fusion of CS and hill climbing techniques (CSHC) based select the best forwarder selection and 

notice the abnormal nodes. A Bayesian thresholding method is used to compute the received signal strength as 

well as the link reliability parameter for distinguishing abnormal nodes. However, it increases the routing 

overhead [24]. Secure and efficient signature approach that provide a security during data transmission [25]. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

This approach is a lightweight intelligent authentication and meets great accuracy and lesser latency. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the architecture of the DAHC scheme. This approach objective is to detect the 

anomolous nodes by SVM algorithm. Then we use the dingo algorithm to choose the forwarder nodes. Finally, 

the hal man coding technique to improve the authentication in the network. 

 

2.1.  SVM based anomolous node detection 

During route finding, the sender initiates the route request (RREQ) request message to the receiver. 

This message comprises node ID, position, energy level, SNR, and selfishness degree. The receiver node 

receives the RREQ message then the SVM algorithm decides whether that node is a normal or anomalous node 

in the route. Figure 2 illustrates the SVM based anomalous nodes classification in the WSN. 

Node energy: during route discovery, the sender node checks the routing nodes energy level based on 

the RREQ packet. The energy represents the amount of energy remaining. The node energy (E) calculation is 

specified in: 

 

𝐸 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
1

1+(𝐼𝐸−(𝑅𝐸−𝑇𝐸))

𝐼𝐸

) (1) 
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here, IE indicates initial energy, RE represents the residual energy, and TE denotes the transmission energy. 

This computation makes sure that selecting the relay node has a lesser energy utilization rate. The node balance 

energy is greater than the average energy among neighbour nodes, that node encounters an anomalous node.

 

Node selfishness: the first category nodes represent the non-selfishness. These nodes hold by other 

nodes in the limits of their memory space. The second category nodes denote the fully selfish node. These 

nodes do not hold other nodes but distribute replicas to other nodes for their accessibility. The third category 

nodes indicate the partially selfish node. These nodes utilize their memory space partly for other nodes. But, 

we calculate the received packet value to detect the selfish nodes efficiently. Received packet (RP) indicates 

the ratio of packets received from the sender and the forward packet count. This received packet is lesser than 

an average value, that node encounters anomalous nodes. This received packet calculation is specified in (2). 

 

 𝑅𝑃 = 1 − (
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓  𝑅𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
) (2) 

 

Signal-to-noise ratio: The SNR value decides the link throughput to discover the most excellent route 

selection. This SNR parameter to measures the link quality node. The lowest SNR value decides that node 

chances the anomolous node in the WSN. 

 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝛾 × 𝑆𝑁𝑅 + (1 − 𝛾) × 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑤 (3) 

 

Here, γ represents the threshold and 
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑤 indicates the current SNR value.

 
The SVM algorithm 

detect and isolates an anomalous node by SNR, energy, and selfishness features. Initially, the sender gathers 

node features from the node RREP message; then, the sender decides on a normal or anomalous node by 

applying the SVM algorithm. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture of the DAHC scheme 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. SVM based anomalous nodes classification 
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2.2.  Dingo algorithm-based forwarder selection 

Dingoes have an accurate sense of communication and it intercommunicate with each other by sensing 

several sound intensities [26]. In this method, dingo makes sound feedback, the dingoes replace their 

information with others. The amplitude of the shaking is updated by the strength of the person as the dingo 

moves into a new position from the earlier one. Group search is a concerning behavior of dingoes that builds 

its more extension to the behavior of dingoes. Figure 3 illustrates the dingo algorithm-based forwarder 

selection. The dingos algorithm procedure is classified such as:  surrounding, tracking and attacking target. 

Dingoes are able to discover the position of the target. After tracing the position, the pack adopted by alpha 

circles the target. It is accepted that the accessible best agent is the target that is similar to the optimal because 

the chase region is not identified a priori. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Example diagram of DAHC mechanism 

 

 

Surrounding: along with the situation of the target (P*, Q*), a dingo can renew its position at the 

position of (P, Q). The feasible positions are marked approximately the best agent, regarding the present 

position by altering the vectors value. It is obviously shown how arbitrary vectors a1 and a2 allow dingoes to 

enter any position between the points. The dingoes to modify their positions inside the search region about the 

target in any arbitrary position is shown in (4) and (5). 

 

𝐷
→

𝑚 = |𝑈
→

. 𝑃
→

𝑝(𝑥) − 𝑃
→

(𝑖)| (4) 

 

𝑃
→

(𝑖 + 1) = 𝑃
→

𝑝(𝑖) − 𝑉
→

. 𝐷
→

(𝑚) (5) 

 

Where, 𝑈
→

= 2 ⋅ 𝑢1

→
, 𝑉

→

= 2 ⋅ 𝑣
→

⋅ 𝑢2

→
− 𝑣

→
 and 𝑏

→

= 3 − (𝐼 ∗ (
3

𝐼𝑚 𝑎𝑥
)) 

 

Tracking: in this section, all pack members like alpha and beta have a better awareness about the 

position of target. The alpha dingo forever controls the searching. Conversely, sometimes beta dingoes also 

contribute in searching. As per the position of a better search agent, other dingoes necessitate to inform their 

position. It can be denoting that alpha; beta dingoes modify their positions arbitrarily and compute the position 

of the target in the search space. Then we compute each dingo intensity (I) is given (6), (7), (8), and (9). 

 

𝐷
→

𝛼 = |𝑈1

→

. 𝑃
→

𝛼 − 𝑃
→

| (6) 

 

𝐷
→

𝛽 = |𝑉1

→

. 𝑃
→

𝛽 − 𝑃
→

| (7) 

 

𝐼𝛼

→

= 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
1

𝐹𝛼−(1𝐸−100)
+ 1) (8) 

 

𝐼𝛽

→

= 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
1

𝐹𝛽−(1𝐸−100)
+ 1) (9) 
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Attacking target: if there is no situation revise, it represents dingo ceased the hunt by attacking the 

target. Dingoes hunt for the target typically along with the pack’s position. They always move advance to track 

for and hit predators. For that reason, it is utilized for arbitrary values, if the value is less than-1, it denotes 

target is traveling gone from the search agent, however if the value is better than 1, it represents pack 

approaches the prey. This interference assists the dingos to examine the targets globally. 

 

2.3.  Huffman coding based end to end authentication 

To build the data transmission among the in-between nodes huffman coding is applied. After 

estimation of the energy and communication range, the node is assured for huffman security; if it matches 

huffman code next that specific node can access the data from the prior hop node. Figure 3 explains an example 

diagram of DAHC approach. The hop p security code is corresponding to binary value of ‘k’ acted as kHC , 

here, k=1,2... Table 1 illustrates a hop count generation. At hop 1, the code of security is 01, and the continious 

node security code is 10. The procedure of huffman coding is given below. 

 

 

Table 1. Hop count generation 
Route Energy HC security 

s-a 0.7 01 

s-g 0.4 01 

s-b 0.3 01 

a-i 0.5 10 

a-e 0.8 10 

a-l 0.6 10 

e-j 0.2 11 

e-r 0.85 11 

e-t 0.9 11 

 

 

Compute the node energy of neighboring nodes correspondingly. Choose the node with the higest 

energy. For security function, binary value for every hop is premised. If it equals accepted else attacker node. 

Then applying an authentication process by using an energy values huffman code in the routing nodes. The 

huffman code (HMC) computation equation is given; 

 

𝐻𝑀𝐶 = 𝐶𝑚𝐶𝑚−1. . . . . . 𝐶2 (10) 

 

here, m denotes the energy value length and Cm indicates the huffman code. 

In this approach, the highest energy route nodes are s-a-e-r and routing nodes energy values are 0.7, 

0.8, and 0.85. These nodes makes the huffman code is 111001. This procedure is repeated till the receiver 

received the data. Thus, an eavesdropper can’t access the data and huffman code provide th authentication from 

sender to receiver in the network. 

 

 

3. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

In this section, we examine the security of the DAHC and equate its execution with the OABC, CSHC 

and LCCBFE approaches are implemented by applying NS-2.35 [27]. The network topology is 550×750 m2. 

Here, we build the WSN with 100 sensor nodes and 10 anomolous nodes. This approach uses the traffic model 

like the constant bit rate traffic model and the priority queue to release the data from buffer [28]. The packet 

size is 512 bytes. The throughput, packet loss, residual energy, average, and delay factors are measures of the 

efficiency of the above-mentioned approaches. 

Figure 4 illustrates the throughput of DAHC and OABC approaches with sensor nodes. From this 

figure, when increases the sensor node count, the DAHC and OABC approach throughput is minimized. Here, 

the OABC approach builds the route through an artificial bee colony algorithm, and this algorithm improves 

only routing efficiency. But, the DAHC approach has the highest throughput than the OABC approach, because 

the DAHC approach detects anomolous nodes by applying the SVM algorithm and the dingo algorithm selects 

the forwarder node efficiently. As a result, the DAHC approach increases the throughput. Figure 5 denotes the 

average delay of DAHC, and OABC approaches with sensor nodes. The average delay of the OABC approach 

is very high when increases the sensor node count. However, the DAHC mechanism is small increases the 

average delay since it selects the forwarder by the dingo algorithm. In addition, the huffman coding to improve 

the authentication in the network. 
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Figure 4. Throughput of DAHC, CSHC, LCCBFE, 

and OABC approaches with sensor nodes 

 

Figure 5. Average delay of DAHC, CSHC, LCCBFE, 

and OABC approaches with sensor nodes 

 

 

Figure 6 illustrates the packet loss of DAHC and OABC approaches with sensor nodes. This figure 

clearly says that the DAHC approach minimizes packet losses since it detects the anomalous node efficiently. 

Furthermore, the huffman coding to improve end-to-end authentication in the WSN. But, the OABC approach 

can’t detect the anomalous node accurately; hence, it raises the packet loss rate. Residual energy is a significant 

factor for measuring network performance. Figure 7 demonstrates the residual energy of OABC and DAHC 

approaches based on sensor nodes. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 6. Packet loss of DAHC, CSHC, LCCBFE, 

and OABC approaches with sensor nodes 

 

Figure 7. Residual energy of DAHC, CSHC, 

LCCBFE, and OABC approaches with sensor nodes 

 

 

From this figure, the sensor node increases the sensor node residual energy also minimized due to 

sensor nodes consuming the energy during data transmission. The OABC approach consumed the highest 

amount of energy. Still, the DAHC approach consumes less energy since it detects the anomalous node 

efficiently by applying SVM with the dingo algorithm selects the forwarder efficiently. Therefore, the DAHC 

mechanism reduces the energy consumption. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The WSN fundamental challenges is offering an adequate security level to communicate the data 

safely. This article presents dingo algorithm-based forwarder selection and huffman coding to improve 

authentication. This approach is a lightweight algorithm and the computational cost is very low. This approach 

aims to detect an anomalous node and improve the sensor node authentication. The sender node measures the 

node energy, node selfishness and SNR parameters to detects an anomalous node by employing SVM 

algorithm. The dingo algorithm fitness function selects the forwarder from sender to receiver efficiently based 

on node degree, node distance and node energy. During data transmission, the huffman coding to build the 

binary hop count value, it improves the authentication in the WSN. Furthermore, the huffman coding algorithm 
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is used to verify node authentication. Simulation analysis illustrates that the DAHC approach enhanced the 

anomolous nodes detection ratio and the throughput. Furthermore, the DAHC mechanism reduced the delay 

and increases the throughput. In future, we predict the forest fire by applying machine learning algorithm in 

WSN. 
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